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At the meeting on March 3rd the members who had successful panels were
presented with their certificates by the Chairman.
All four panels were on display throughout the evening.

Steve Chilton - General Diploma

Nick Baldwin - Landscape Diploma

Sue Abbott - Creative Diploma

Susan Lewis - Abstract & Pattern Diploma

A Reminder from Clive The Contemporary Group monthly Newsletter
is up on the Club Website

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/coronavirus-covid-19-information-for-the-public
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At the same meeting on March 3rd
- Expert diver and award-winning
photographer gave us a really fascinating talk. Describing the equipment, skills
and teamwork involved in photography underwater, he took us to rivers, lakes
and the sea to show us a world of exquisite beauty as well as many technical
challenges.
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- Great Crested Grebe Dance & Meadow Brown with Orb Spider
- Male Great Spotted Woodpeckers
- Jay Calling in the Rain, Little Owl & Meadow Brown with Orb
Spider
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We stopped off en route to pick up other members of our group and headed
off up the motorway to our first location which was a car park on the Etive road in Glencoe.
in the morning and were greeted with a reasonably clear sky which
We arrived at about
gave us the opportunity for a few night shots. After about an hour’s rest, I won’t call it sleep, it
was time to get out with the camera again as the dawn started to approach. A light dusting of
snow and freezing temperatures gave some wonderful conditions for a sunrise amongst the
mountains.
Breakfast consisted of an array of sandwiches and iced coffee
before we set off to our next locations which were the waterfalls
down Glen Etive and a lone tree at the top end of Loch Etive.
The weather was starting to deteriorate as yet another storm
was working its way across the country, this did however give us
some dramatic light and skies, wonderful conditions for
photography.

After what was considered to be a good
mornings shooting and a number of
images in the bag, it was time to continue our journey up to Skye.
We stopped off at Corpach by Fort William to have a go at the iconic derelict
boat on the beach, the weather had
closed in by this time so it was difficult
to get much, the images I did get have
had to have a bit of artistic licence
applied (photoshop).
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The weather put paid to any of our other location plans as flat grey skies and heavy rain do not
make for good images. We cut our losses and headed for our accommodation which was an
Airbnb about 10 minutes outside of Broadford but feeling like it was in the middle of nowhere.
Pleased with the mornings shooting at least, we settled in with a home cooked curry and a few
wee drams, as we planned our locations for the following day.
The morning started with a sunrise over the Loch right in front of our house followed by a
hearty breakfast. The next location was to be some birch trees known locally as the
Swordale Birches. They give an interesting foreground with the view of Blaven (Bla Bheinn) in
the distance. The weather was still interesting! With a strong winds and a succession of hail
showers speeding over us, this meant that the conditions were constantly changing with the
light dancing across the hills and foreground.

Our next stop was one of the must do locations on Skye and with the stormy conditions was
one that generated a great deal of excited anticipation amongst our group, Elgol.
I have seen so many shots from the fabulous location that it was wonderful to just be able to
stand and look at it, the fact that everyone was already out of the cars and clicking away
within seconds of arriving will give you a clue as to how dramatic it was looking.
The beauty of this location is that there are so many potential compositions, from the Jetty
which was being battered by the high seas, to the rocks along the beach, including the Joe
Cornish Boulder. I didn’t shoot this as I did not fancy queuing up for the shot and possibly
risking injury from another photographers’ sharp elbow!!
All of this was dominated by the brooding Cuillin hills in the distance. We watched as the
storms worked their way over the hills producing dark moody images contrasted with the sun
dancing over the snow dusted peaks or hail storms engulfing them to be replaced by
rainbows.
This location was truly magical, so much so that we revisited later in the week and came away
with a completely different experience.
We stayed here for the sunset and we were not disappointed. The end of our first full day
on Skye and a lot of very happy Photographers sat around the log fire in the evening.
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Michael joined WCC in February this year - so
His interest in photography started back in the early 70’s when he
bought a Canon TX SLR and joined the local Port Talbot camera club.
He was fortunate back then to have a home darkroom where he learned
the basic processing and printing skills and subsequently had some
competition successes.
This is his ‘profile’ –
In the early 80’s I attended the ‘American Images’ show in London to
see work exhibited by the great early Magnum Agency photographers.
This was my first exposure to candid/reportage style photography and it
illustrated to me what could be achieved if you walked the streets to
capture everyday life as it unfolds. In essence, this is what I like doing the most although
not excluding portrait and landscape work when the opportunity arises.
Having now retired from Civil engineering I will be able to devote more time to taking pictures, and I hope that by joining the WCC I can learn new skills and meet like minded people and perhaps freshen up my ideas!
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A few members took the opportunity to visit on February’s extra day!
They were rewarded with a fine day - blue sky & sunshine.
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HORSE IN OUR LIVES - PHOTO COMPETITION
Tally ho all budding photographers!
There’s a chance to win terrific prizes and recognition among some of horseracing’s best known faces at
this year’s Andoversford Races on Sunday April 5th.
The racecourse has teamed up with Cheltenham Camera Club and Richmond Villages to stage an exhibition of the best images to portray ‘THE HORSE IN OUR LIVES’.
Entry is free, with a closing date of Saturday March 21st, the week after Cheltenham’s best known sporting
event – the Festival. Images should capture and celebrate the essence of the horse.
Entries should be uploaded on the link on the Cheltenham Camera Club website:
www.cheltenhamcameraclub.co.uk
First prize includes a £100 voucher from London Camera Exchange in the Promenade and lunch for 2 at
Andoversford Races, whilst the runner-up wins a £75 voucher to spend at ladies’ fashion retailer Louella in
Winchcombe.
The event will be sponsored for the first time by Richmond Villages, provider of prestigious villages for retirement, with villages in Cheltenham and Painswick. Sonia Harte, for Richmond Painswick, commented,
”We’re so pleased to be supporting a new initiative at Andoversford. Many of our residents enjoy the range
of equestrian sport around the county, and through this competition, we’ll be able to showcase it and our
villages that sit at the centre of the county’s cultural heartbeat. Get snapping, all you photographers!”
“Andoversford Races is a great Cotswold event, so we’re delighted to draw it to the attention of photographers around the county,” commented Peter McNeile, Chairman of the Race committee. “Horses and
equine competition are embedded in the Cotswold culture so it will be exciting to see how they are captured on images.”
Contact:- Peter McNeile (07850 091523)
Martin Fry: chair@cheltenhamcameraclub.co.uk
Andoversford Races is the racecourse in the village of the same name where the Cotswold Hunt stages its annual Point-to-Point races, and was an original
venue for the famous closing race to the Cheltenham Festival – the Grand Annual Chase. The Cotswold Hunt runs a variety of public events throughout the
year, of which the Races is the largest.
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